Web Time Sheet Entry Step by Step Instructions
for Non-Exempt Employees
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Welcome, this is a step-by-step tutorial on how to access, complete and submit an electronic time sheet for the Non-Exempt Employee

1. Open your preferred web browser and login at UAOnline at https://uaonline.alaska.edu/

2. **Click the Employee Services**

   ![Employee Services](image)

3. **Click the Time Sheet link at the top of the list.**

   ![Time Sheet](image)

You should now be at the Position Selection page.

If you have more than one job, your jobs will be listed in order with the most recent at the top. A separate time sheet is required for each job assignment.

4. **Make your selection using the radio button under My Choice.**
In the pull down menu, you can see all of your time sheets that have been completed, approved, or are available for completion in UAOnline. You will be able to view older time sheet data in this list as web time sheet history becomes available. Each time sheet is marked with one of the following statuses:

- **Not Started**: Available time sheets that are not yet started by the employee.
- **In-Progress**: Time sheet that the employee is currently working on.
- **Pending**: The employee has completed and submitted the time sheet, which is awaiting approval by the time sheet approver.
- **Approve**: Time sheet has been approved and submitted to HR for review and processing.
- **Completed**: Time sheet is fully processed and no longer available for editing.

You can modify your time sheet at any point in the payroll process until the employee deadline has passed. If your time sheet is returned for corrections by the approver, you can modify the time sheet until the time sheets reach “Approved” status. If changes are made after the time sheet has been “Approved,” it will need to be approved again before it can be “Completed.” Completed time sheets cannot be changed within the electronic time sheet system. If changes need to be made and the time sheet is already in Approved status you’ll need to contact your time sheet approver to return the time sheet to you for changes. If the time sheet is already in a "Completed" status, then it is no longer available for correction. You must then complete a paper time sheet for corrections to the web time sheet.

5. **Using the drop down menu under Pay Period and Status, select the time sheet you want to submit.**
6. **Click the Time Sheet button.**

Note: You will be able to report time up to one pay period in advance of the current pay period. This may be necessary for someone who is going on extended leave or into the field.

**Example**

![Example Image](image-url)
You are now on the time sheet page. The time sheet Earnings Codes, Fund Name, Fund and Orgn codes defaults from your job record. You may resize the time sheet to fit within your browser view by pressing the control button and the plus (+) or minus (-) key to allow zoom in or out. You may also slide the mouse scroll wheel up or down while pressing the control button on your keyboard.

NOTE: If your default organization and fund codes are incorrect, please contact your PPA or Cost Center Clerk to complete the Labor Change Process and make the necessary corrections.

7. How to record regular hours worked:

If you work from a single fund source, you will have only one labor line to complete.


b. Enter the hours or fraction of hours you worked under each day of the week. You need to record all the hours you actually worked on the day you actually worked them. Decimals are permitted to the hundredth of an hour; for example, if you worked 7 hours and 15 minutes one day, enter “7.25.” A chart converting minutes to decimal increments is located at this link: http://www.alaska.edu/files/hr/wte_convert_minutes_to_decimals.pdf.

c. As you enter the hours you worked, the 'Total' fields will automatically calculate.
If you work on multiple projects or for multiple departments, you may need to change your default labor line or enter additional labor lines according to your work effort. In order to be compliant with federal regulations, employees are required by law to certify the time spent working on a grant. You are responsible for reporting the hours as you actually worked. Therefore you are required to know the name or the account numbers of the project you are working on. For more information, see the Grant FAQ.

a. If the default information on your time sheet does not contain the project you actually worked, you may overwrite the existing labor lines by typing in the correct Fund Code and Orgn Code.

b. or you may type into a blank line with the required fields (Earnings Code, Fund Code, and Orgn Code).

c. Select the appropriate Earnings Code from the drop down menu.

d. The Fund Name will automatically populate when you enter the Fund Code.

e. Type in the Fund Code and Orgn Code with the correct project information.

f. If you need to look up a Fund Code or Orgn Code, you may click the hour glass and a search window will pop up. See Step 8 later in this document for the screen shots.

g. If you run out of available blank lines, click the Save button and your time sheet will return with three additional blank lines.

h. Enter the hours or fraction of hours you worked under each day of the week. You need to record all the hours you actually worked on the day you actually worked them. Decimals are permitted to
the hundredth of an hour; for example, if you worked 7 hours and 15 minutes one day, enter “7.25.” A chart converting minutes to decimal increments is located at this link: http://www.alaska.edu/files/hr/wte_convert_minutes_to_decimals.pdf.

i. As you enter the hours you worked, the total fields will automatically calculate.

Staff example time sheet

8. **How to Search Fund Code or Orgn (Organization) Code:**

If you need to look up a Fund Code or Orgn Code, you may click the magnifying glass and a search window will pop up, examples shown below.

a. Click on the magnifying glass to look up additional fund and orgn codes.

b. A search window will pop open.

c. Enter a search word in the Fund Name.

d. Click the “Search” button.

e. Results will populate in the same search box.

f. Click the link under the fund name and that fund’s codes will automatically populate into the time sheet.
9. **How to record holiday, annual or sick leave hours:**

If there is a holiday in the pay period, the appropriate information will default into the time sheet. You may change the hours for the holiday if you worked on the holiday and took the holiday on different days within the pay period.

10. **How to enter Annual or Sick Leave:**

   a. Pick the appropriate leave Earnings Code from the drop down menu.
   b. Enter hours on the appropriate day.
   c. Do not enter Fund or Orgn Code (those will default in from the system).
11. **How to enter Overtime:**

Depending on your position you may need to enter overtime.

a. Move to a blank line on the time sheet
b. Select the appropriate earnings code from the drop down menu. If necessary, contact your department representative to assist with the selection of overtime earnings codes.
c. Enter your Fund code and Organizational code in the Enter the time spent in overtime status. If you do not know your fund or orgn code, you may follow Step # 8 in this guide to look up the information.
12. How to Delete an Entire Line:

a. Select the Earnings Code drop down menu, scroll to the top of the list and select the blank line. All
details in that line will also blank out.

What is the Default Labor Distribution Link?

If you change the Fund Code and/or Orgn Code on the time sheet and need to see what your default
distribution looks like, click the “View Default Labor Distribution” link and a new window will pop open
with your default job information. Also if the default funding changes during a pay period, the details will
be viewable at this link.
13. **How to enter Comments (Click the “Comments” button)**

You can submit comments with your time sheet to explain anything unusual about your hours to your time sheet approver.

- Click the “Comments” button
- A box will open to enter comment in the text box

- Type your message in the text box.
- Click “SAVE” to record your comment in the time sheet database.
- Click the “Previous Menu” button to return to the time sheet.
- Note: A warning message will be added to the time sheet: “Comments exist for this time sheet.” The comment will be saved in the time sheet history.
Button Explanations:

There is one inconsistency with the sort order of Earnings Codes when using these buttons. The Save function behaves differently with the system database than the other buttons by saving only the data on a time sheet within the browser and the Earnings Code sort function is not enabled at that level. All of the other buttons interact with the system database and resort the Earnings Codes into alphabetical order.

- Position Selection: To work on a different time sheet, save your current time sheet, then use the Position Selection button to return to the Time sheet Selection page where you may select a different time sheet.

- Restart: If you want to discard your current time sheet and start over with a new time sheet, use the Restart button.

- Comment: See section # 12.

- Save: Saves the time sheet and leaves it open for continued editing. If you entered time in more than one session in UAOnline, then you will need to Save before leaving your time sheet workspace. If you do not enter any hours in your default labor lines, they will continue to appear on the time sheet until the Submit for Approval button is selected.

- Submit for Approval: Clicking this button submits the time sheet to your time sheet approver for their review and submission to payroll processing. Before clicking the Submit for Approval button, you must check your time sheet for errors. See section #13. If you do not enter any hours in your default labor lines, they will disappear from the submitted time sheet when clicking the Submit for Approval button. You may, however, refer to your default labor distribution at any time by clicking the “View Default Distribution Labor” Link (see graphic, page 11 of this document).
14. Check the time sheet for errors

a. Click the “Save” button
b. If there is an error, a message will appear in the upper left hand corner of the time sheet describing the error.
c. Resolve as appropriate by following the instructions and referencing the line number indicated in the left hand column of each line of the time sheet. You may also contact your departmental payroll personnel for assistance.
d. Click the “Save” button to validate the error is removed from the time sheet.

If no error messages or warnings are returned after saving, then

15. Click the “Submit for Approval” button
You will be taken to a certification screen

16. **Click the “Agree” button for certification**

![UAOnline PREP Certification Screen]

**Certification**

- Entry of your PIN is no longer required to certify your time sheet.
  - To certify and submit your time sheet, select “Agree” below.
  - To return to your time sheet without submitting your changes, select “Cancel.”

As a non-exempt (hourly) employee, I certify that the time entered represents actual hours worked or authorized leave taken on the days specified. I am responsible for any changes made using my ID and logon information.

As an exempt (salaried) employee, I certify that the reportable leave usage claimed is true and correct, and the percentage of labor charge distribution represents a reasonable account of work performed during the period reported. I am responsible for any changes made using my ID and logon information.

![Agree/Cancel Buttons]

This is a snapshot of a completed time sheet after employee submittal to time sheet approver.

![Time Sheet for Rosie The Robot]

If you notice an error in the time sheet at this point, click the “Revise Time Sheet” button will recall the time sheet and make it available in UAOnline.
17. **Log out of UAOnline by clicking the "LOG OUT..." link at the top right hand corner of the web page.**

Note: If your time sheet approver finds an error, you will receive email notification that your time sheet was returned to you for correction. You may make changes to the time sheet up until the time sheet reaches the “Completed” stage.

**Quick Step Guide:**

- Login to UAOnline: [https://uaonline.alaska.edu](https://uaonline.alaska.edu)
- Select Employee Services
- Select Time sheet
- Under “My Choice”, select the appropriate job (if you have more than one job assignment)
- Select pay period from drop down menu (Pay Period and Status)
- Select Time sheet
- Enter regular hours on appropriate fund/org code worked
- Enter leave hours and other pay
- Click Save and check for errors or warnings
- Click Submit for Approval
- Select Agree to certify your time sheet
- Check to see time sheet was submitted to approver with no errors or warnings
- To exit UAOnline select the “LOG OUT.....” link at the top-right of the page

**NOTE:** Always log out of UAOnline using the "LOG OUT..." link found in the top-right of your screen. This action prevents others from accessing your account through a browser tab or window that you may have left open. Just closing your browser tab or window does not log you out of UAOnline. To help protect your personal information:

- Clear your browser history
- Configure your browser to delete the history when it closes
- If this is a shared (lab) computer, logoff
- If this is a public computer, change your password